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Code A Story

There was a cold lady who swallowed some snow

Sequencing fun with Ozobot!

Whole Group / Center Task Cards
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follow me for more fun stuff!

To see this unit in action or to find out about upcoming products, follow me!
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Sequencing Cards

Snow, Pipe, Coal, Hat, Stick, Scarf, Snowman
Use the old lady and sequencing cards while you read the story, or as a jumping off point for the coding activity.
Start Here

Draw a path for the old lady using markers and following the directions on the task cards.

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Last
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Start Here
Draw a path for the old lady using markers and following the directions on the task cards.

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
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Last
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Student Sequencing Cards and Ozobot topper. Laminate. Use dry erase pens to use year after year.
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COLD LADY SEQUENCING

NAME __________________________

WRITE THE ITEMS THAT THE OLD LADY ATE IN THE CORRECT ORDER.
COLOR THE CODE THAT YOU USED.

FIRST  | SECON|  D  | THIRD  | FOURTH

| COLOR THE CODE | COLOR THE CODE | COLOR THE CODE | COLOR THE CODE |

FIFTH  | SIXTH | LAST

| COLOR THE CODE | COLOR THE CODE | COLOR THE CODE |
OZOBOt Codes

SNAIL dose  turbo

SLOW  Nitro Boost

Cruise  U-turn (line end)

Fast  *Codes Must come before and after a straight black line
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Old Lady Sequencing Cards

First
draw a line from the old lady to the first thing that she swallowed. Make the ozobot go slow.

Second
draw a line from the first thing to the second thing that she swallowed. Make the ozobot go fast.

Third
draw a line from the second thing to the third thing that she swallowed. Give the ozobot a nitro boost.
FOURTH
Draw a line from the third thing to the fourth thing that she swallowed. Make the ozobot cruise.

FIFTH
Draw a line from the fourth thing to the fifth thing that she swallowed. Make the ozobot go turbo.

SIXTH
Draw a line from the fifth thing to the sixth thing that she swallowed. Make the ozobot snail dose.

LAST
Draw a line from the sixth thing to the last thing that she swallowed. Make the ozobot u-turn (line end).
OLD LADY SEQUENCING CARDS

FIRST
draw a line from the old lady to the first thing that she swallowed. Make the ozobot go slow.

SECOND
draw a line from the first thing to the second thing that she swallowed. Make the ozobot go fast.

THIRD
draw a line from the second thing to the third thing that she swallowed. Give the ozobot a nitro boost.
Fourth
Draw a line from the third thing to the fourth thing that she swallowed. Make the Ozobot cruise.

Fifth
Draw a line from the fourth thing to the fifth thing that she swallowed. Make the Ozobot go turbo.

Sixth
Draw a line from the fifth thing to the sixth thing that she swallowed. Make the Ozobot snail dose.

Last
Draw a line from the sixth thing to the last thing that she swallowed. Make the Ozobot u-turn (line end).